Technical Implementation and Operation (DevOps) in Data Management
iDeal Technologies is seeking to hire a full-time Technical Implementation and Operation
(DevOps) in Data Management to join our talented team in Pristina. That is why we want to
promote talent and provide them with the best possible support in their professional lives.


Duties and responsibilities
Implementation and Operation (DevOps) of Informatica, Cloudera and Denodo Solutions,
develop individual Solutions for customers data management strategy and create and
maintain documentation of those technical assets
Collaboration with the team and the customer by using Confluence and Jira at our mainly
agile projects
Project dependent travel willingness – approximately once or twice per year – combined
with flexible work times, are expected. We also offer, as an expatriate, to work for several
months abroad



Benefit

As part of our international iDeal Technologies team, you will work at our modern offices,
onsite at our customers or remote at home, on innovative Solutions for our big European
clients. Keeping a strong focus on personal development, we offer free education courses
with certifications in data management as in specific solutions from Informatica, Cloudera
and Denodo and due to our top costumers are in DACH region, everybody will receive an
individual multi-year German training. Further trainings will be aligned, according to
employees’ wishes and project demands.

On top to a basic salary, we are offering a variable pay. Annual bonuses based on individual
targets and success fees at successful project closures.





Skills and requirements
Bachelor or Master in IT as well as first relevant experience in the role as Developer
Profound knowledge in object-oriented programming, design patterns, DB’s, API’s,
interfaces, Microservices, architecture and communication patterns
Experience with Data Management tools as Informatica, Cloudera and Denodo,
Knowledge of agile and waterfall project management Tools as Confluence, Jira, Azure
Devops as well es previous development experience using Java, J2EE, CI CD platforms,
tools such as Jenkins, Dockers, Kubernetes, etc., event bus middleware platforms or .Net,
C#, Web API, WCF, Microservices would be an advantage









Please send us your CV and related documents to office@ideal-t.com.
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